Connecting Courses to
Capstone
Kieran Holland, Physics

How many of you had to do a senior thesis?

I won’t be talking about particular assessment tools
or measures

I will be talking about what we are doing to make
senior thesis more of a success - and that’s ongoing

The Setup
The Physics BS requires a Senior Thesis - an extended
project over several months, documented in detail

This is our capstone - demonstrates mastery in written
and oral communication, and depth in quantitative reason

This can be a springboard for their future careers - much
more informative for graduate school applications and
career interviews
and it should be fun!
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The Problem - timing
It’s typically taken by seniors in their final semester:
1. do they have a project in time?
2. how recent is their scientific writing experience ?
3. can do they do something, write it up and present
it in one semester ?
4. “senior-itis” - is it too close to the end of the major,
motivation is dropping, ends up being less fulfilling ?

Is it really a problem?
Our own assessment of outcomes shows a broad
range of success, from
(1) full mastery of a project, detailed technical writing,
confident oral presentations, can answer questions well

to
(2) does enough in each category but doesn’t master
any of them
is this just the usual spread among students?

are there structural issues e.g.
timing of courses
recency and depth of scientific writing

lack of coherent schedule for all seniors

The Physics BS
layout

Advanced
Laboratory
Senior Thesis

Advanced Laboratory:

Students examine experimental studies in
modern physics, especially ones that require the
design, construction and use of special
apparatus. The course includes experiments in
atomic, nuclear, and particle, optics, solid state
physics and astrophysics are possible.
1. it’s a natural lead-in to Senior Thesis

2. the right skills in the 2nd to last semester - good timin
3. connection from course to capstone already there

To make it coherent:

Advanced Lab instructor (Dr Elisa Toloba) makes sure
students have a thesis project already during Fall
i.e. a supervisor, an outline, get started on methodology
and reading, give an introductory talk

This is not directly part of Adv Lab course, but becomes
one of the program outcomes

better timing: graduate school applications due in Fall,
senior thesis is too late to include, an active project in
Fall means better recommendation letters and better
student statements

different supervision:
each student has a mentor who’s an expert for the
project (typically connected to faculty’s own research)
senior thesis director to manage overall schedule, pace
of thesis writing, oral presentations, mandatory PURCC
participation, more coherent across mentors
that role will rotate among faculty

how’s it going?

assess!

this is our 2nd year with changes, so still new
1st year:

(a) logistics (e.g. scheduling talks) more challenging
than expected
(b) balance student time between director and mentor
(c) quality of written work and oral presentations high

(d) mandatory PURCC participation very positive

final thoughts

are there other courses where we can make
connection to the capstone more prominent?
is this specific to our program only?

